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ABSTRACT

Keywords

Real-time interaction, which enables live discussions, has become
a key feature of most Web applications. In such an environment,
the ability to automatically analyze user opinions and sentiments as
discussions develop is a powerful resource known as real time sentiment analysis. However, this task comes with several challenges,
including the need to deal with highly dynamic textual content that
is characterized by changes in vocabulary and its subjective meaning and the lack of labeled data needed to support supervised classifiers. In this paper, we propose a transfer learning strategy to
perform real time sentiment analysis. We identify a task – opinion
holder bias prediction – which is strongly related to the sentiment
analysis task; however, in constrast to sentiment analysis, it builds
accurate models since the underlying relational data follows a stationary distribution.
Instead of learning textual models to predict content polarity
(i.e., the traditional sentiment analysis approach), we first measure
the bias of social media users toward a topic, by solving a relational
learning task over a network of users connected by endorsements
(e.g., retweets in Twitter). We then analyze sentiments by transferring user biases to textual features. This approach works because
while new terms may arise and old terms may change their meaning, user bias tends to be more consistent over time as a basic property of human behavior. Thus, we adopted user bias as the basis for
building accurate classification models. We applied our model to
posts collected from Twitter on two topics: the 2010 Brazilian Presidential Elections and the 2010 season of Brazilian Soccer League.
Our results show that knowing the bias of only 10% of users generates an F1 accuracy level ranging from 80% to 90% in predicting
user sentiment in tweets.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The rise of text-based social media channels has fueled data miners with torrents of opinion-based data on the most diverse topics
and entities. Blogs, microblogs and online social networks are constantly flooded with opinions about a multitude of topics such as
politics, sports and other “buzz" topics that pop up daily on news
media. The ability to automatically distinguish positive and negative content in streams of opinion-based data enables the creation
of valuable real-time applications that monitor public opinion and
summarize the aggregated sentiment of online society [13].
In this work, we argue that current state-of-the-art sentiment
analysis strategies are not effective for mining opinions in this new,
challenging environment. Traditionally, sentiment analysis (also
known as opinion mining) algorithms have been designed for static
and well-controlled scenarios that target analysis of reviews of products and services [26, 28]. In those scenarios, pre-defined lists of
positive and negative words (i.e., lexicons) and traditional supervised machine learning techniques have been quite successful [28].
However, the real-time sentiment classification of opinion-based
content on general topics discussed in social media, on a real time
basis, is particularly challenging for two reasons:
1. Data dynamicity: Topics such as sports competitions and
electoral disputes exhibit an inherent dynamic nature, caused
by the sub-events that take place during the monitoring of the
major event. Further, real time sentiment analysis needs to
deal with textual data that exhibits significant concept drift
and a non-stationary distribution, which both changes the
characteristics of the sentiment analysis task and degrades
prediction quality over time. For example, at least 50 different high-volume discussion threads arose during the US
2008 Elections [17], moreover, they could not be predicted
in advance, such as the “lipstick on a pig” discussion, that
resulted on the largest number of posts. Another example occurred during the 2010 Brazilian Presidential Elections when
a scandal involving a close assistant of one of the candidates
was unveiled in the middle of the electoral process, unleashing a large volume of unpredicted negative comments.
2. Lack of labeled data: Traditional machine learning strategies for sentiment analysis require training samples in order
to build text-based models. However, the high volume and
sparsity of sentiment stream data may render vast amounts
of labeled examples unfeasible, thus compromising the potential of typical supervised learning strategies.

In this work we propose a novel strategy to address these challenges. Our strategy is based on the premises that opinion holders
tend to express their opinions multiple times, and they are usually
consistent in doing so. In other words, positive and negative opinions are not randomly expressed by people. For instance, someone
who supports a candidate in an election will tend to post positive
comments about him and negative comments about his/her adversaries on a regular basis. Technically, we say that opinion holders
exhibit a varying degree of bias. Social theories argue that bias is
an inherent feature of human behavior, which is characterized by
a lack of appropriate balance, neutrality and critical doubt in argumentation [29]; one of the most clear manifestations of bias is
when someone supports one side too strongly or too often [15].
In the context of social media, we develop a strategy for realtime sentiment analysis based on the opinion holder bias prediction, which has two main assumptions. First, users express their
opinions through endorsements, that is, interactions among users in
which one user implicitly agrees with another. We emphasize that
endorsements are transactional, and such structured data is easier to
deal with than textual data, enabling a more effective learning process. Second, as mentioned above, for the majority of users, bias
is a consistent, robust characteristic of their behavior. While text
content may be influenced by external factors, such as new terms
that enter a topic discussion, user biases are less prone to external
perturbations, unless users actually change their opinion, which is
usually a relatively long process.
It is interesting to note that because opinions on a topic are not
independent from the opinion holders who write them, determining user biases also addresses another objective of our study, which
is to develop a transfer learning framework [25] strategy to analyze sentiment in social media content. Starting with the original
target task τt (i.e., real time sentiment analysis), which lacks labeled data and faces concept drift, we define opinion holder bias
prediction as a source task τs and then map solutions from τs to
τt . It is rather intuitive that user biases may significantly improve
the task of mining user opinions, but so far no sentiment analysis
models have been based on that information. In addition to proposing this model, we address two key related questions: (i) How can
the sociological definition of bias be implemented into a social media platform by only considering social interactions among users?
(ii) How can bias information be converted into information on the
sentiment that is associated with the generated content?
In summary, the main contributions of our work are as follows:
• We identify the user bias mining problem as a suitable source
task τs that is suitable for a transfer-learning strategy for
real time sentiment analysis of social media content; the task
focuses on the robustness and consistency of user opinions
about a given topic.
• We propose and evaluate a solution to the user bias mining problem in social media in terms of a relational learning
problem. Our solution exploits endorsements among users.
• We propose a simple unsupervised knowledge transfer approach to analyze sentiment in social media discussions based
on the propagation of user bias quantifications to textual features, enabling text classifiers to use timely information on
the sentiment associated with new terms arising in discussions and thus dealing with the lack of labeled training data
and the non-stationary data distribution of textual content to
some extent.
• We evaluate our approach using two datasets collected from
Twitter [16], which is a microblogging service that dissemi-

nates user opinions and comments in real time. We analyzed
two major events in Brazil: the 2010 Brazilian Presidential
Elections and the 2010 season of the Brazilian National Soccer League. Our results show that knowing the bias of 10% of
users is sufficient to reach an F1 accuracy level ranging from
from 80% to 90% in predicting user sentiment in tweets.

2.

RELATED WORK

In this section, we review some previous work on sentiment analysis and opinion holder bias prediction.
Sentiment Analysis. Sentiment analysis and opinion mining research have focused on static and well-controlled scenarios, mainly
extracting opinions from product and service reviews. Two broad
categories of opinion analysis strategies can be identified in the
literature: lexicon-based and classification-based [11] strategies.
Lexicon-based approaches use lists of words containing positive
and negative terms to compute the overall polarity of the document
by counting the occurrence of those terms [28]. A clear disadvantage of this strategy is that lexicons are domain-dependent and the
effort needed to generate lists of words may be high.
Sentiment analysis has also been addressed as a traditional supervised learning task, with relative success. Different text classification algorithms have been applied to learn from word co-occurences and linguistic features to determine the sentiment contained
in documents [14, 28]. Moreover, it has been used conjunction with
pre-defined lexicons to assess sentiment in political and movie review blogs [22].
More recently, the increasing availability of opinion-based data
in real time has motivated some studies that have analyzed sentiments in streaming data, specially over Twitter. Some approaches
are as simple as the manual classification of tweets and lexicons of
positive and negative words to monitor the debate performance of
candidates in the 2008 US Elections [6] [24]. While lexicons may
provide sentiment analysis on an aggregated level, their coverage in
terms of content is usually low because in complex contexts such
as elections and sports, content is often ironic, contains subtle comments and refers to specific terms that only make sense at a specific
time; it often lacks expressions of clear polarity such as “I love it”
or “I hate it”.
Standard classification techniques have also been tested on Twitter [2], as have stream classification techniques such as the Multinomial Naive Bayes and the Stochastic Gradient Descent [3]. The
major drawback of these approaches is that they require labeled
data, which are very costly to obtain on a regular basis in a volume
large enough to properly address concept drift. Further, active and
semi-supervised strategies aim at reducing labeling and training efforts [5], but they still require training data to be sampled from a
stationary distribution. In addition to that, in microblogs such as
Twitter, the small document lengths restrict the possibility of using
co-occurrence among terms and other standard text mining techniques to assign classes from an initial set of labeled documents.
Bias. Bias has been extensively studied by sociologists as a characteristic of people or entities that exhibit one or more of the following characteristics [29]: (i) a lack of proper balance and neutrality in argumentation, (ii) a lack of proper critical doubt, (iii) a
particular position of the arguer regarding a subject, and (iv) a personal interest from the arguer in the outcome of the argument or
discussion. We can find bias in almost any scenario where opinions
are expressed, and one of the most common types of bias is political or ideological bias [15], In news media, selection bias guides
decisions regarding of events are covered, while description bias is
related to the veracity of the media coverage [7]. Given the subjective nature of bias, one key question here involves measuring

bias. One strategy to measure media bias is to count the number of
times a particular media outlet cites various sources, and compare
this to the citation rates of those sources by congressmen; this approach, for instance, unveiled a strong liberal bias in the US news
media [23]. In social media, bias has mainly been studied with respect to blogs. Some studies categorize political blogs according
to their political bias and analyze the communication patterns and
network structure that different political views induce [1]. Bias in
political blogs has also been used to predict the bias of political
articles in the online news media [10], by counting the number of
liberal and conservative blogs that cite each article. These studies
focus on the study of bias on the domain of blogs and on two main
groups of blogs (liberal and conservative). In this paper, we extend these studies by analyzing bias on a microblog platform and
considering an additional domain (i.e., sports).
Our Work. This paper lies between the two fields described
above. We propose a transfer learning approach for real time sentiment analysis that connects both the abovementioned tasks. Transfer learning is applicable when a task is hard to solve (e.g., due to
lack of labeled data or when the data becomes quickly outdated),
but the task may benefit from knowledge obtained from similar
tasks or domains [18, 25]. Experiments and techniques that apply transfer learning to sentiment analysis are relatively new; some
recent works developed domain adaptation techniques, which comprise a special case of transfer learning when labeled data is available for one domain but absent in the target domain. This technique
has been applied to transfer knowledge acquired from the analysis
of opinions about a certain class of products (e.g., movie reviews)
to classify documents about other products (e.g., books) [4, 18].
Transfer learning is an appealing strategy to provide real time
sentiment analysis, because the availability of labeled data is even
more limited than in classical scenarios such as product review.
Moreover, text-based models can become quickly outdated because
of the dynamic nature of online discussions. Furthermore, a similar domain with labeled data is not easy to find, as any comparable domain would present the same drawbacks. We then present a
novel transfer learning approach for real time sentiment analysis:
instead of learning text-based models to predict document polarity,
we solve a different (but related) problem (i.e., social media user
bias prediction) and then transfer the knowledge acquired to sentiment analysis algorithms. In contrast to recent domain adaptation
efforts, in which the source task still involves dealing with textual
data, the source task is chosen to provide consistent, robust patterns
of user behavior in order to support the target task.

3.

QUANTIFYING USER BIAS IN SOCIAL
MEDIA

In this section we describe how we use social media endorsements to quantify user bias towards a topic. We start by discussing
which types of information may indicate endorsement, and then we
present our model of user bias prediction, we include an the opinion agreement graph and discuss how it can be used to quantify user
bias.

3.1

User Endorsements in Social Media

As mentioned above, user endorsements express a user’s support
of a specific opinion which coincides with that user’s bias. One
piece of basic information that is frequently exploited as evidence
of potential agreement between social network users is the social
relationship that connects them. However, these relationships may
not represent endorsements per se, because bias is topic-dependent,
and two persons who are connected through a relationship may

agree regarding a certain topic but disagree with respect to another
topic. Even within a specific topic, social ties are not definitive evidence of agreement between users; in the 2010 Brazilian Presidential Elections, for example, about half of the users who followed
one of the top two candidates in Twitter also followed the other.
While this may indicate neutrality in some cases, we believe that
a significant fraction of such users where actually following his or
her preferred candidate and monitoring the other.
As compared to social ties, social interactions (such as the exchange of messages between users) have been shown to be stronger
indicators of link strength among users [30]. Furthermore, interactions are usually associated with content; thus, they may be categorized into specific topics, unlike social ties.
Most social media platforms support endorsement interactions,
through which a user explicitly agrees with other user with respect
to certain content. In Twitter, retweets are endorsements in which
a user propagates a message posted by another user to their list
followers, while in Facebook users may explicitly support a content (and, indirectly, the user who generated it) by clicking on the
“Like” button. Endorsements may be represented as a directed
graph, where an edge (u,v) represents that user u has endorsed user
v. Figure 1 shows an example of an endorsement graph. Nodes
A and B are highlighted; their significance will be clarified later in
this section.

3.2

Modeling User Bias Prediction

Our proposal to model user bias is based on the premise that similar users share a similar bias. Thus, before we analyze sentiments,
we first determine the most similar users based on individual endorsements.
We model the user bias prediction problem as a relational learning problem [12]. More specifically, we treat it as a within-network
classification problem, where the goal is to classify the nodes of a
partially labeled network [21]. Assuming that there are K possible
sides that a user may support regarding a given topic (e.g., candidates, parties or football clubs), we represent each user u as a bias
vector B~u = [Bu1 , ..., BuK ], where each Bui quantifies the bias
of user u towards side i. We expect that neutral users are equally
distant (or close) to all sides, while biased users should be closer to
one side (or a selection of sides) than others.
Formally, given K sides, a set of users U , a set of relationships E, and a set A ⊂ U , which contains users with known bias,
we define the problem of predicting user bias as the estimation of
Bui , ∀u ∈ U, 1 ≤ i ≤ K.
Most methods proposed so far for addressing this problem infer
the missing information in aggregate based on the hypothesis that
linked or nearby nodes are likely to have the same labels [20]. However, a major challenge in our scenario is to determine the training
set A, not only because bias quantifications are usually not available as ground truth, but also because quantifying bias is a subjective assessment for humans. More specifically, judging whether
social media users are “too biased” towards one side of the discussion or “just a bit biased” is simply not feasible. That is, manually
assigning a bias measure for a significant set of users is costly and
not practical.

3.3

The Opinion Agreement Graph

We address the challenge of determining user bias by introducing
a new graph, which we call the Opinion Agreement Graph (OAG),
where neighbors (i.e., users that are close in the graph) tend to be
similar. The rationale behind OAG is that the weight of an edge between two users should quantify both the intensity of their endorsement relative toward a given set of users, and the intensity of the en-

dorsement of a given set of users toward them. We call those measures active and passive similarity, respectively, and they are calculated using frequent pattern mining techniques [27], as follows.
The active similarity comes from a “database” Dα of “transactions”
where each transaction contains the users who endorsed a given
user. For each pair of users (u, v) we define its active similarity
α(u, v) as the lift of pair (u, v) in Dα . Lift is a standard metric of
interest in association rule mining that captures how surprising a relationship among two items is, by comparing the frequency of their
co-occurrence to the expected frequency of their co-occurrence, assuming that they are independent from one another [27]. Notice
that the use of lift is compatible with the sociological definition of
bias, which indicates biased behavior when someone supports one
side or someone too strongly or too often [15].
The passive similarity (ρ(u, v)) of each pair of users (u, v) is
calculated in the same way; the only difference is that Dρ , which is
the passive database, contains the users endorsed by a given user in
each transaction. Passive similarity is important for measuring bias
using data beyond’s user direct endorsements the direct control of
the user: even if he/she does not endorse any content/user, we can
assess his/her bias using the bias of users who endorse him/her.
This is particularly useful to quantify the bias of news media profiles, which usually never endorse any content but must be evaluated based on how they are interpreted by the other users.
We then define the Opinion Agreement Graph G(V, E) which
contains pair-wise similarity information, where V is the set of
vertices so that each vertex is associated with a user (item) from
Dα ∪Dρ , and E is the set of weighted edges that represent relationships between pairs of users, with weight Eu,v = mean(α(u, v) +
ρ(u, v)).
In Figure 2, we show the resulting OAG calculated from endorsements (u, v) from Figure 1. Solid lines connect users that share an
active bias similarity, and dashed lines represent passive biases.
Note that the semantics of an edge in the OAG is richer than a
directed edge in the original endorsement graph: instead of simply showing that a given user endorsed another user, an edge in
the OAG captures the strength of the similarity relationship of two
users based on the set of users as a whole.
It is interesting to note that the different criteria used to define
edges generate a graph topology that makes explicit relationships
that were hidden in the original endorsement graph. Node 6, which
is apparently a sink in Figure 1, now emerges as an important bridge
between nodes A and B. Nodes 1, 2, 3 and 4, which share only one
edge in the endorsement graph (i.e., an endorsement of user 2 by
user 1), now form a dense sub-graph because they commonly endorse nodes 5 and A. The OAG also connects nodes that are not
mutually reachable in the endorsement graph, such as pairs (5,6),
(8,10), and (6,11). Node 7, however, does not appear in OAG, because it does not have common neighbors in terms of either incoming or outgoing edges.
Attractors. There usually are a few users that are clearly biased
toward one or more sides of a discussion, based on prior knowledge. For example, in a political discussion, the official profiles of
candidates and parties are expected to only express opinions that
are favorable to their side. We label users whose bias is clearly
identifiable as representative of a particular side in a discussion as
attractors. In Figures 1 and 2, nodes A and B are assumed to be
attractors. We associate each side i of a topic discussion with a set
of attractors Ai = [Ai1 , . . . , Aij ], which are the nodes associated
with the users chosen to represent that side.
Attractors serve as reliable sources of bias knowledge, and they
allow us to determine the bias of other users. The bias of each node
is its proximity from attractors that represent that side to all users
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Figure 1: An hypothetical endorsement graph.
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Figure 2: An OAG for endorsements from Figure 1, which connects
users who endorse and are endorsed by common sets of users, respectively represented by solid and dashed lines. Edge weights are
calculated based on the lift of the relationship between u and v. For
example, nodes 9 and 11 are endorsed by the same users at a rate
4.5 times higher than expected. In constrast to the endorsement
graph, edges in AOG are undirected and capture the global opinion
of the whole network on the proximity of the users they connect.

in U. There are several strategies to determine this proximity; we
used random walk to measure of proximity among nodes, due to its
capacity to capture the multi-faceted relationship between nodes in
a graph [8]. Formally,
Bui = RandomW alk(G, Ai , u)

(1)

Our approach is in accordance with recent studies that demonstrate that using few seeds can be an effective strategy for propagating labels in graphs [9, 19]. Our scenario is particularly suitable
for such a strategy because of the high consistency of the relationships we create, which indicate that the connected pair of users
commonly endorse and/or are commonly endorsed by a group of
users, in constrast to the original endorsement graph, in which any
user endorsing another user creates a path in the graph. Furthermore, the edges in OAG are undirected, what turns the analysis of
connectivity among users simpler and more effective.
Neutral user normalization. In a traditional within-network
learning setting, a node linked to a large number of neighbors from
class C1 and a small number of neighbors from class C2 will mostly
likely be assigned to class C1 , which will be acceptable for most
applications. In our scenario, however, we must consider that different sides of a discussion may have different strength levels in a
social media platform, and thus they may differentially affect user
bias values. In other words, it is not reasonable to directly compare
proximities calculated from different starting distributions; the network, as a whole, may be more inclined to a subset of sides. To
~ as a user who
address this problem, we define the neutral user N

endorses all other users, and has been endorsed by all other users.
~ captures the global tendency of the network and
The bias vector N
is used to adjust all biases by a component-wise division:

normalized proximity to attractor A (%)

B~u
B~u =
(2)
~
N
In the OAG shown in Figure 2, let A and B be attractors that
represent two sides of a discussion, e.g., two candidate profiles. To
predict the bias of users 1 to 11 regarding those two sides, we compute the random walk proximity of A and B towards each of those
users. The resulting bias vector of each user is plotted in Figure 3.
Note that nodes 9 and 11 are closer to B, while node 2 has a clear
preference for attractor A. In particular, the direction of the bias
vector indicates the bias of the user with respect to each attractor,
whereas its magnitude captures the intensity of user activity. Thus,
we have different patterns of neutrality: users who strongly support two or more sides, and users who strongly advocate against all
sides.
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In their respective domains, the official profiles of candidates and
soccer clubs are natural attractors. After computing the vector of
proximities relative to these attractors and plotting the results in
Figures 4 and 5, the high degree of polarization in the discussions
on both topics becomes clear. Regarding the Brazilian Elections
(Figure 4), at least 76% of users have a clear inclination towards
one of the candidates. In the case of Twitter users who comment
about soccer, the vast majority of users have a clear inclination towards one specific team (Figure 5).
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CASE STUDY: POLITICAL AND SPORTS
DISCUSSIONS IN TWITTER

We use the strategy introduced in Section 3 to quantify user bias
in online discussions about two major events that took place in
Brazil in 2010: the Presidential Elections and the Brazilian First
Division Soccer League season. Both events were heavily debated
on Twitter, which is a popular microblogging system that allow
users to exchange short messages that are instantly made available
to the set of users who follow the message’s originator [16]. It is
worth noticing that our proposal assumes that there is some polarity in the discussions as a basis for determining user bias, and these
two scenarios are clearly polarized, discussed below.
The Brazilian presidential election campaign was held from June
to October 2010, and two candidates led the polls since July 2010:
Dilma Rousseff and Jose Serra. Rousseff and Serra each had more
than 500,000 followers on Twitter, and both tried to use the system
as one of the main means of communication with their voters. After
the election came to a second round, Dilma Rousseff won the runoff
with 56% of the vote.
In Table 1, we show a general overview of the two datasets considered in this work. The data collection of each dataset was performed using the Twitter API1 ; data was collected by focusing on
available at http://apiwiki.twitter.com/
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Figure 3: Bias vectors calculated as random walks from attractors.

1

Soccer

34,678
460,808
607,331
143,052
21.41
161.27

Table 2: Opinion Agreement Graph Statistics.

normalized proximity to attractor B (%)

4.

Elections-BR

(6)

(5)

10

the entities involved in each topic. In the Elections-BR dataset,
the entities were the names of the two candidates starting in July
2010 and leading up to the 2010 Brazilian Presidential Elections
(i.e., Dilma Rousseff and Jose Serra). To build the Soccer dataset,
we considered the 12 most popular Brazilian soccer teams, which
played on the Brazilian 2010 First Division Soccer League. In both
domains, we can observe that a significant fraction of users endorsed tweets of others, using the retweet mechanism that propagates a tweet from one user to all of another user’s followers.
Table 2 shows some statistics from the Opinion Agreement Graph
for both datasets. The graphs considered only users who were involved in at least five endorsements. Note that a fraction of edges
are a combination of active and passive similarities.
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Figure 4: Bias vectors for the 2010 Brazilian Presidential Elections
discussions. At least 76% of users are much closer to one side than
the other, indicating a clear political bias.
Bias consistency. We empirically evaluate the robustness and
consistency of our bias quantification of user tendencies. The intuition is that, given that users exhibit consistently a biased behavior,
we should infer similar bias of a user based on two different samples of his/her endorsements.
We divided the set of endorsements into two sets; the first set
comprised all of the endorsements observed during the first half of
the data collection period, and the second set comprised the other

period
entities
number of tweets
number of retweets
number of users
number of users retwitting posts
number of retweeted users
avg. number of unique users retweeted by each user
avg. number of unique users that have retweeted each user

Elections-BR

Soccer

2009-12-18 to 2010-10-03
2 candidates
7,707,192
2,511,779 (32.6% of tweets)
1,022,396
489,214 (47.8% of users)
179,441 (17.5% of users)
16.41
6.24

2010-05-08 to 2010-09-07
12 football clubs
8,828,520
1,866,593 (21.1% of tweets)
1,633,537
584,685 (35.7% of users)
337,352 (20.6% of users)
5.54
3.43

Table 1: General Overview of the Datasets.
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Figure 5: Bias vectors of users towards soccer teams. Supporters
of Brazilian teams Atletico, Corinthians, Cruzeiro, Palmeiras and
SPFC are identified. Users close to all teams are likely to be commentators or neutral media vehicles.
half. We then calculated the bias vector for all users in each set.
We computed two bias measures for the second set. One considers
the original pairs (u, v) of endorsements, and the other considers
randomized endorsements. We then compute the cosine distance
between each pair of vectors associated with each user from both
sets, for users who were involved in endorsements in both sets. In
Figure 6, we plot the cumulative distribution of the cosine distance
for the two scenarios (that is, the original and randomized sets).
Due to space constraints, we only show our analysis for the political
discussion, but results were similar for the sports discussions.
Note that for more than 90% of users, vectors calculated from
the two samples presented a high cosine similarity, greater than
0.80. However, when we compare bias vectors generated from the
first set to the randomized samples from the second set, they are
no longer similar. This means that, for the majority of users, the
direction of their bias vectors does not change significantly across
time but rather reflects the robustness and consistency of user behavior. Thus, it is not crucial to update the Opinion Agreement
Graph and bias quantifications as new endorsements are observed,
and as such, this task may simply be done at regular intervals. In
addition, if the bias of a small sample of users is known, sentiment
analysis based on that information is already possible, as we will
show in the next section.
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EXPLOITING USER BIAS FOR REALTIME SENTIMENT ANALYSIS

In this section we introduce our transfer-learning strategy for analyzing sentiments. The input is a constant flow of triplets in the
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Figure 6: Small changes in user bias vectors calculated from different samples indicate robustness of user bias patterns in the
ELECTIONS-BR dataset.

form of < author, d, e >, where author is the opinion holder
who wrote message d, which mentions an entity e. The goal is to
predict the polarity p = {+, −} of message d toward e. As discussed, there are several challenges in performing such a task and
the dominant approach relies on extracting textual patterns from
messages and exploiting these patterns to predict polarity.
User bias, in contrast, provides information that is more robust
to these challenges, as it is more consistent than typical textual information (recall Figure 6 from Section 4). Thus, we propose an
alternate approach that is based on transfer learning [25]. More
specifically, we first solve a source task (denoted as τs ), which involves estimating the bias of some users. This bias information
is then transferred to the target task (denoted as τt ), which is to
predict the polarity of messages referencing entity e.
Propagating bias across terms. We transfer information from
task τs to task τt by assuming that term t will be positive toward entity e if it is adopted more frequently by users biased toward entity
e than by users of different sides in tweets that mention e. Similarly, t will be negative to entity e if it is adopted by a large number
of users who oppose that entity, in contrast with the number of supporters of e. Neutral content is expected to be endorsed by both
sides. To validate this intuition, in Figure 7 we plot the bias vector
associated with users that referred to three different web pages in
their tweets: a YouTube video with positive comments about Jose
Serra (Figure 7a), an official video from Dilma Rousseff’s campaign (Figure 7b), and a general news article about the 2010 Presidential Elections (Figure 7c).
In order to transform user bias into term bias, we take into account the bias vector associated with each user that used term t. A
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Figure 7: User bias vectors for three different contents, which show that user bias is a good predictor of term polarity.
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Figure 8: F1-accuracy level for different ratios of users with known bias. Left - ELECTIONS-BR dataset. Right - SOCCER dataset. As the
ratio of users of known bias increases, the F1-measure increases, even for tweets posted by users with unknown bias.

possible unsupervised approach is to compute the sum vector of all
users present in the Opinion Agreement Graph that refer to entity e
by adopting term t:
~ t,e =
B

X

~u
B

(3)

u∈V

Note that this computation propagates user bias information to
all messages that contain at least one term adopted by a user with
known bias, thereby revealing the judgement of the content produced by users with unknown bias. This is important because it is
expected that information on user bias will be available for only a
portion of users, since many users are never involved in endorsement interactions, as shown in Table 1.
Dealing with concept drift. When a term is adopted for the
first time, it will have the same bias as the corresponding user who
~ t,e is upadopted it. As new messages pass through the stream, B
dated incrementally. As such, users collectively judge new terms,
referring to them (or not) in their messages. To predict the polarity
of a message d, we first convert the bias vector of each term present
~ t,e ,
in a message into polarity probabilities. Given the bias vector B
~ t,e,e represents the strength of component e in B
~ t,e , we
and that B
calculate the probability that term t refers positively to entity e according to Equation 4.
p̂(polarity = +|t, e) =

Bt,e,e
~ t ||
||B

(4)

~ t,e with the
Note that we compare the strength of bias to e in B
magnitude of the bias vector. Specifically, p̂(polarity = −|t, e)
may be calculated as 1 - p̂(polarity = +|t). To predict message
polarity, we may adopt various strategies to combine those probabilities. Limited to 140 characters, Twitter messages are short,
thus, we exploit a simple strategy for predicting message polarity, which is to consider the term of highest polarity in each tweet:
polarity = argmax(p̂(polarity = x|t)).
In Figure 8, we analyze the performance of our transfer learning approach as the fraction of users whose known bias varies. We
report performance numbers using the F 1 measure. To generate
ground truth with respect to messages, we combined manual labeling with automatic labeling for messages containing tags that
clearly indicated a preference for a specific entity. To make our
evaluations fair, we removed all tags used to generate our labels
from message content. We can see that the F1-measure increases
as the proportion of users with known bias increases, up to a point
at which F1 stabilizes. When the bias of 15% of users commenting
on politics is known, the F1-measure equals 85%, while in the corresponding case for soccer, F1 is 90%. Note that the F1-measure
for posts from users with unknown bias also increases as we transfer bias from a greater number of users, what further demonstrates
the applicability of our user–term bias transfer approach.
Comparison with SVM. We now compare the F1-measure provided by our bias-based sentiment analysis model against the same
metric provided by a typical SVM classifier. We chose SVM because it has already been successfully applied to various sentiment
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Figure 9: Bias-based model versus SVM classifier. Left - ELECTIONS-BR dataset. Right - SOCCER dataset.

6.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

Real time sentiment analysis is a difficult task; labeled data is
usually not available to support supervised classifiers, and debate
about monitored topics may turn into unpredictable discussions.

Atletico Mineiro
Cruzeiro
400
number of tweets

analysis application scenarios, including the analysis of tweets [2,
28]. In order to execute this experimental comparison, we split each
dataset into two partitions. The first partition is used for training,
and it is comprised of the first 10% of tweets from each dataset. The
second partition is used to validate each approach. Our comparison
involves the execution of different training configurations. More
specifically, each execution uses 10%, 50% or 100% of the training
partition. For SVM, the training partition was used to train textualbased models, while for our bias-based model, we only considered
endorsements in order to compute the OAG and generate bias assessments for users. When we compared the results on a chronologically ordered set of labeled tweets (i.e., the test partition), as
shown in Figure 9, some important observations arise. We can note
that the SVM F1-measure decreases across time for both datasets,
which is evidence of changes in the textual feature distribution. In
constrast, the bias-based sentiment classifier is able to mantain a
stable F1-measure, as it incrementally incorporates bias information on new terms by propagating user bias. Indeed, the bias model
performs better than SVM for the ELECTIONS-BR dataset, and it
exhibits a similar F1-measure for the SOCCER dataset, even though
is does not require labeled textual data, as in SVM.
Sentiment during a soccer match game. In order to demonstrate the capability of our sentiment analysis approach in analyzing the reactions of microblog users during live events, we have
chosen to follow the buzz generated on Twitter during one of the
most exciting matches of the Brazilian 2010 Soccer Season, which
pitted team “Cruzeiro” against “Atletico Mineiro”, two fierce rivals. Atletico won by 4-3, scoring three goals in the first half. In
Figure 10, we plot positive and negative comments for each team
during the game. Positive and negative comments were shown
along the Y-axis. We have highlighted the timing of the goals with
numbers (in black for Atletico Mineiro and in white for Cruzeiro).
Note that positive comments tend to coincide with the timing of the
goals, and are targeted at the team who scored. At 36’, Cruzeiro
conceded a third goal, and at that point, we detected a burst of negative comments about the team. Note that due to Atletico Mineiro’s
good game, almost no negative comments toward the team were
observed during entire game. After the game finished, a spike of
positive comments about Atletico was detected, at 95’.
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Figure 10: Stacked histogram showing sentiment variation during
the Brazilian National Soccer League game Atletico Mineiro 4 – 3
Cruzeiro. Comment peaks coincide with goals.

Our contribution to the field of sentiment analysis addresses those
challenges by proposing a novel transfer learning approach to topicbased real time sentiment analysis. We identify a suitable source
task (that is, opinion holder bias prediction), which is motivated
by sociological theories that argue that humans tend to have consistently biased opinions. We model this problem as a relational
learning task by leveraging the network structure induced by the
mutual endorsements among social media users. We then devise
a simple and effective knowledge transfer strategy that propagates
user bias to terms associated with user content. Then, term biases
are combined to compute the overall content polarity.
Our work has demonstrated that the consistency in human bias
enables robust, real time sentiment analysis without labeled text
data, on topics in which polarization among user opinions occurs
(such as politics and sports). By knowing the bias of only 10% of
users who commented about those topics in Twitter, we were able
to correctly classify the polarity of 80% to 90% of the tweets.
Our next step is to incorporate bias information into state-ofthe art sentiment analysis algorithms. Furthermore, we want to
evaluate the applicability of our strategy to contexts with lower degrees of polarization, such as sentiment analysis of product review
data, and we hope to derive theoretical guarantees regarding performance based on the degree of polarization among opinion holders.
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